Louis the XIV
Band brings the rock
to San Francisco

Football:
Stanford dominates
Spartans in season opener
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Upgrades
overtake
campus

Earthquakes
search for
new home
By Amaya Wiegert
Dadv Shift If ’rt/eaRumors have been spreading that San Jose’s soccer team,
the Earthquakes, mayy, be packing their bags and heading
elsewhere. Ehere has been buzz that the team’s leaving has
to dii with Spartan Sin p. and the Spartan Stadium.
"les not necessarily finding," said Seth Burton, media
relation. coordinator lot the Earthquakes, when asked why
the Earthquakes !night be relocating.
"There are a number of reasons. One is A stadium issue.
’Fliev want t./ tind a new place Di play," Burton said. "Some
po.ple in the AE( ; iAnschutz Entertainment Group the
team’s ..wnersi teel this Area isn’t great area DK this Soccer
team. Attendanse hasn’t been necessarily the best."
.Anne Palmer, general manager i it Spartan Stadium,
agreed that the Earthquakes leaving had to do with the
stadium_ whnh was built in 1911.
ke,..w they wsnild rather have a new stadium. I
think the Kw "urea has A strong soccer market although
anemia!, e ..t Earthquake games hasn’t been stellar,"
Paltrier said.
Palinet aid that spaitan Shops worked with Anschutz
Entertainment Groiip on .oming up with a renovation
plan and did quite a hut of w. irk in calculating the potential
well as the revenue stteams.
desigi.s and
"We did discuss with them about a year Ago, but it didn’t
work out tot either party," Palmer Mi.
it was not an attractive solutio
either of us," Palmer
said.
Burton noted that Anschur .ntertainment Group,
-teel(si the lease with Spartan Sh.ips) is not contusive to
the ream making inoney lie referred to the Earthquakes’
allatli ill as ditkrent t6 in, the San Francisco Giants, who
own their
"We’re in a lease agreement with
spoil tan shops," Bum au said. "We don’t necessarily get all
the revenue
-The AE( j, %ch. ..perates the Earthquakes, is looking
at a partner with is
they can build A new StAdllitIl AS A
nes,’ home tot the Earthquakes," Palmer said. "They have
hi sen tiI...k tot a partner in a new facility rather than
renovating ’,rattan Stacluilli
Burton ommented on how Spartan Stadium is more
than 70 years ,.1,1 and is in need ot renovation.
"There is Always room hn improvements in An aging
fa, ’lac," Palmer ...rid.
Palmer said the stadium issue has til di, with the fact
that major league soccer is now in the works of finding
!DAD it -league -sinter pe. iti. stAdIUMS.
"The III. isle1 ti it Mari in league soccer is new soccer spec if. stadiums." Palmer md. "They have built A few and
Are in the pro, esi of building A few !Mire. That is where the
t unite .if 1114.4 league sun :et is."
Palmer added that she didn’t know whs. the Earthquakes. who have been playing at Spartan Stadium since
the in, epti, in of maim league soccer in IY9n, were leaving
beyond the fast that they,.. were seeking A new mIscer-specific
stadium model.
"The Agreement is one the owners would like to see
improved." Boma, said.
As tin- when the Earthquakes might be relocating.
Burton was able to give some insight. "There’s A chance in
about
days we’ll find out tot sure," Burton said.
.1.10 really ILIUM Whii they’ll he Selling (the team)
to," Button said. "Thev Are liking tin maybe sell it to a

Construction disrupts
some students’ routines
By Amaya Wiegert
Daily Shfif

thus iii,, 1),111% ‘,1.01
Kara Krale, a senior human performance major, throws a water polo ball around with a friend at the San
Jose State University Aquatic Center Krale uses the pool regularly to escape the midday heat, which
reached 95 degrees on Tuesday.

Escaping the heat
By Yasuyo Nagata
//m/y Stql It rater
Hot days returned to the BM’
Area during the weekend, but one
of the best places to CnOl irfI At San
Jose State University is the Aquatic
Center. located south of the Event
Center.

Several people enjoyed WIlti
ming there "rtleSdAy Aiterllii,in as
temperatures reached the mid- 90.,
Kara krale And TAITIAI
high sCIllon !Milan inertial, Ian. e
majors. were throwing and at, lung
A water polo ball.
"I don’t know why other people
Are not here: Krale said, while

IARTIIIQUAKES. page .1

A.S. hopes to improve
student voter turnout
By Anna Molin
1Naily Staff IVriter
Young people represent the least likely group to turn out to vote in the
2004 presidential election, provided
the youth voter turnout trend of the
past two decades remains unchanged,
according to California Public Interest Research Group, a nonpartisan
student -directed program aimed at
registering and mobilizing young
voters.
According to their findings, only
36 percent of 18- to 24 -year-olds
turned out at the polls in the last
presidential election, compared to 70
percent of older adults.
San Jose State University’s Associated Students is working with the
research group and other divisions
involved with voter registration to
enlist new student voters before the
registration deadline on Oct. 18, A.S.
President Rachel Greathouse said.

"It is important to have students
get registered so they can go out and
vote and have their opinions count,"
she said.
The A.S. Legislative Affairs
Committee, which is in charge of
SJSU student voter registration,
wants to register a minimum of
1,000 new student voters for 2004,
compared to the nationwide goal
of the New Voter Project to register
new voters before
Oct. 18.
Mike Nguyen, A.S. legislative
affairs director, said, ’We want to
eliminate the notion that students
don’t vote."
He said A.S. wants to centralize
everything to get a higher, more’
representative output number of all
registered students.
There are more than 410,000
students enrolled in the CSU system,

ace VOTER. page 4

...in lung the ball
"It s trans hot ii.
P -ian said
In,. ale and Petiosian said the%
IT .te,11.1ellt
the Aquatic
’el
’Mtn here in the morning."
P1)01.., pig,- 4

Orange plastic fences. Big bulldozers shoveling huge
lumps of dirt from the ground. Walkways blocked with
yellow tape. These are just some of the signs around
, ampus pointing to another semester full of construction
at San Jose State I lniversity. One can’t help wonder what
it is all for.
Briget Block, a senior majoring in public relations, said
she is frustrated with the lack of knowledge about the
construction Kiting
arinald canupus
"I UV, nit Idea Why they’re digging into that grass,"
Block said, referring t.. A bulldozer outside ’it the Boccardo
Business Complex. "It would he nice ni know exactly what
they’re ,i,.ing."
Bloc k has , lass lip.? Aht
ale of the ,,,nstruction areas,
And sAltl that the constant noise iiittIde her classroom only
fuel. her .11f1.,1V l T. What the work is t..r
"There’s quite A few things that have been going on,"
said Can.! Beebe, facilities planner for planning, design and
construction At SiSir
As-cording Di Beebe, nor all of the , onstruction sites are
related.
"The ..lie causing the !Misr dIsrlptIon IS the telecommunications !Miasmic nue upgrade, said Beebe, project
manage, tor the upgrade. "That’s A project funded by the
Mversity systexii to bring us all up to A level
! service on our campuses."
I
I :..,,,iiiinunications Infrastructure Improvement
in is for-m.41v known, is a Calitlonia State
I
, sten os
error, to bring all campuses up to
I
1,., se : I A’
intrastructure,
1.11lie, ti
E 1. ihtles DeVeli Tamil! and Operations
Wr-i site.
-It is upgrad.....: ..ur network services tnr the campus,"
Beebe said.
Elie limiest consist of MI I phases, the first being
!i,ti.m and the semi mu being equipment roll -out.
lb u esilltrintellt I, An upgrade iii bring us all up to A leVel
filAyllig field all the WAS across the CSt 1," Beebe said, adding
that the university’s computing and telecommunications n
handling that side ot the pnlect.
Beebe said stage one began at the beginning of the
summer in the hope that they ...till get through with the
IllArtiraV it the trenching while the students were mit here.
"W’t knew it would be running A little into the tall semester." Beebe said." The s1111111et Is lust never long enough
to do all the messy thiligs we’d like to do."
She said they were hi, lung everything would pretty
tIllICh lie di inc In 0, ii ’ben.
When Asked specifically what the constructi.in around
places like Dun. All Hall. the Event Center And the Career
Center were fin, Beebe said it had to do with digging

ii’,. CONSTRUCTION. page .1

Quick vehicles on campus pose potential hazards
Some uncomlortable Nharin,,
By Kevin Yuen
iraill star/
VellnICS
Every day, .in
irt- all shapes and sizes /omit along,
zipping from site to site, pert.roning
various tasks And alines.
Sinne vehicles, munch the service
golf-cart -looking
i ALuse
buggies.
problems for some students. said Erin
teleVl
Scullion, a senior
tan. film and theatre
.1
little
drice
"I think they :mild
safer," Scullion s’aiil."I’Ve seer, students
Almost get hit. %Vine Are then there for
anyway? It doesn’t WeIll like they seise
much rif a FitIrp ."
Avoidance if barn, to students
Is the first priority, said ’Alike Kum
111,,jeit manager .14’ EA. Ilan, I kvel, .p
ment and Operati..ns and a driver "trine if the afjneinentioned service
%Yawn’s
"We have to tive nudes All biiuuit iit
whatever’s sat et, ’Atli ’,Aid "We know
the times when classes let iiill, ill We try
tin avoid (driving during that time)."
lam, who cmd that "reran its ot

rk

serVI.1, ’ ’s Deed to complete
tmc cl sir,
1)epartment
. Mase every three
SilialSitted
years and obtain a spr. al Ii. ense, rides
his mini mar tin difterent protect sites
across animis all dm. long.
"I We can travel) the general camnu
nits area." I lam said ’A%’e c an usually
drive where we want, but we try to
avoid the Student I Itwin Area And
rlAi e, Wall lint
it trAtViC
nt. WIND e carts roam
the campus, with the newer model
sporting a speed
ter. said I lam. A
varlet% ’it other vehicles aum lie Setif As
Rids Staff
1)on 11,00s ate!
well, sad] As iinStrtlitliill MA, Furies,
lawnmower, pick-up trucks, police A maintenance vehicle passes close to a student along the path next
cars Arid other transports working ha to the Boccardo Business Complex Tuesday afternoon. Vehicle traffic on
tnaSide
campus is a common sight in areas of construction,
"I tech site when the police drive
scooters, skateboards and other ing, students ;All ...MAW with them if
by," said Bruce Bailers, A junior
majoring tin ustice studies. "I think similat devices, said Richard Verducci nobody is actually physically harmed,
A senior majoring in television, radio, said junior Michelle Schweon, an
flies. "in operate their vehicles cm
occupational therapy tnAlta.
teak, hilt (the service cuts) make film And theatre.
"When you’re riding your bike
"I don’t mind them if they are
me a little nervous. Eve seen them go
at, runsi on campus. (the service doing something productive for the
pretty fast,’
Verducci
said.
vehicles)
are
A
pain."
The Minor vehicles iAllSe problems tin strident, .Tossing around
While the spry carts may be annoyfee VEHICLES. page.?
t Ile
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Trip to Nicaragua sheds light on Hispanic heritage
Flipping through my new San Jose State University academic -planner, I noticed that September is National Hispanic
Heritage Month. Well, that was news to me.
Here in California, there is such a large Latino population
that signs of Hispanic heritage can be seen all year. Maybe
that’s why there doesn’t seem to be much hoopla about this
particular month. Whether its celebrating Cinco de Mayo
or observing the memory of Cesar Chavez, there are other
chances beyond this month to celebrate Hispanic heritage.
With that said, I began thinking about my own heritage
after learning that we Hispanics have our own month. That’s
something I would not have done several years back.
Born and raised in San Jose, I never really felt a strong
connection to my Hispanic heritage.
How can that be, especially growing up San Jose?
Sure, I grew up with Spanish-speaking parents. I can
understand Spanish perfectly and speak it poorly.
As a kid, my mother would even take me food shopping at
the Tropicana on the corner of King and Story roads, and yet
I still didn’t feel a jun of the Latino community.
Growing up here, you mostly hear about the Chicano
struggle and what it’s like to have Mexican pride things
that I did not relate to because my parents were born in
Nicaragua, not Mexico.
I never really hung out with a Hispanic clique in high
school, and I don’t look like the stereotypical California Latino. You maybe asking yourself What does the stereotypical
California Latino look like then? Well, I don’t know, but I
know it’s not me.
THOUGHT CRIMES

People would ask me, "What are you?
grade point average to qualify for the scholarship. Despite my
academic achievement, some hinted that I was not Latino
"I’m Erik," my smart -ass answer would be.
"No, what race are you? Are you white?" they would ask.
enough to deserve such an honor.
There was a time when I would have believed such crazy
"No."
Italian? Portuguese?"
thinking, but now I know that it is complete
bull.
"No, I’m Hispanic," I would say. (I could
have gone straight to the point and say I was
During the summer of 2002, I had a
chance to visit Nicaragua. That trip changed
Nicaraguan, but it was more fun this way.)
With a dumbfounded look on their faces,
my perspective on life. For the first time, I
truly felt that I was Latino and appreciated
they would say, "So you’re Mexican then."
Wrong again, my parents are from Nicaramy Hispanic heritage.
Since that trip, I have visited Nicaragua
gua.
three more times.This summer I was there for
"Oh, cool. They speak Mexican there, right?"
These conversations weren’t that uncommon
a month -and-a -half. That was my Hispanic
Heritage month.
for me growing up. One of these conversations
Nicaragua is a country in Central America,
actually occurred while sitting in my high school
which is south of Mexico, and the majority of
Spanish class. Good thing people aren’t that
the people there speak Spanish.
ignorant in college.
ERIK LACAYO
I have even been in the uncomfin-table posiDuring the 1980s, Nicaragua was
tion of having white people confide in me and
constantly in the headlines because of a civil
war between the Sandinistas and the Contras.
talk about other races just because they thought
I was white as well.
Now that Nicaragua is a struggling democracy and out of the
Since my senior year of high school, I have been awarded news, not much is reported about the country.
several scholarships from the Hispanic Scholarship Fund,
People ask me about the situation over there and if it’s
When I tell some folks about my scholarships, I get a dangerous.
less-than -enthusiastic reaction. They hint that rrn using
"it all depends on what you mean by dangerous," I always
a technicality to get over, that I used my background for say.
Sure I could get mugged over there, but that could as easily
money.
Forget the fact that I worked hard in school to have the happen to me in certain San Jose neighborhoods. But people

Terrorists consider women
and children expendable

HEY, WHY DIDN’T
WE PROTEST AT
THE DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTION?

OH YEAH,
SO WAS I

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandailyecasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

Panhellenic Sorority
A sorority recruitment will take place from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at Paseo de Cesar Chavez. For more
information, call Kary Crumm at 924-5958.
SJSU Center for Service Learning
"Get Connected Fair 2004," a community service
showcase, will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Paseo
de Cesar Chavez. There will be a free barbecue and
raffle prizes. For more information, call 924-3540.
School of Art
Student art galleries will be on exhibition from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more information,
call 924-4330.
SJSU Center for Service Learning
A. service -learning workshop will take place at 3 p.m.
in the Instructional Resources Center, room 101. For
more information, call 924-3540.
Spartan Marching Band
An informational meeting on band openings will take
place at 3:45 p.m. in the Music building, room 150.
For more information, call Scott Pierson at 924-4643.
Panhellenic Sorority
A sorority forum and orientation will take place at
6 p.m. in the Loma Prieta room of the Student Union.
For more information, call Kary Crumm at 924-5958.

at 4:30 p.m. in the Umunhum room in the Student
Union. For more information, call Paulo Candido at
504-2850.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
"Faith Formation" will take place from 5:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. at the SPILI Catholic Campus Ministry
chapel. For more information, call Father Mike Carson
at 938-1610.
The Entre_preneurial Society
The first Entrepreneurial Experience Workshop will
take place from 6:15 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Martin
Luther King Jr. Joint -Library, suite 225B.
Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
A Bible study will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room of the Student Union. For more
information, call 472-2465.
FRIDAY
School of Art
Student art galleries will be on exhibition from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more information,
call U4-4330.
Panhellenic Council
Sorority house tours will take place at 2 p.m. in the
Student Union Amphitheater. For more information,
call Kary Crumm 924-5958.

THURSDAY

SUNDAY

SJSU Center for Service Learning
"Get Connected Fair 2004," a community service
showcase, will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Pasco
de Cesar Chavez. There will be a free ice cream and
raffle prizes. For more information, call 924-3540.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
A welcome back barbecue and open house will take
place at 6 p.m. at the SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
center. For more information, call Kay Polontan at
938-1610.

School of Art
Student art galleries will be on exhibition from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more information,
call U4-4330.
Akbavan Filipino-American Organization
The first general meeting with snacks will take place
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HE’S NOT MY PRESIOENTI
WHO CARES HOW THE US
ELECTORAL SYSTEM WORKS

TODAY

are usually wondering if I’m going to get shot by some crazy
Communist revolutionary. I’m happy to report that has yet to
happen and very unlikely that it ever will.
The fact is that many people in Nicaragua are very
pro -American and happy that they are no longer under the
oppressive Sandinista regime.
While in Nicaragua,1 really felt part of my race. While it
was obvious to people in Nicaragua that I was not from there,
I was still accepted. They referred to me as a "gringo- nica" and
I felt proud of my American and Hispanic heritage.
After visiting Central America and seeing a different way
of life, I have a different perspective on everything.
After witnessing what true poverty looks like. I don’t
sweat the small things in my life. I dont get angry when my
co-workers give me crap or get jealous when I see someone
driving a better car than mine.
Through traveling, I have seen how I iispanics in California differ from Hispanics in Miami and how they differ from
people in Central America. More importantly, I ye seen how
these cultures are similar.
National Hispanic Heritage Month might mean a little
something different to each of us, depending on our particular
backgrounds. All Hispanics aren’t all alike, but this is the
month to celebrate those differences as well as our similarities.

MONDAY
A1ESEC
An information session will take place in the
Guadalupe room of the Student Union from 7 pp. to
8 p.m. For more information, call Farid at 382-9094.

"No women, no kids," was the credo of Leon the
assassin from the French movie "The Professional." Apparently, Chechen separatists have abandoned such old-fashioned
principles of warfare in their resistance to the attempts of the
Russian government to restore law and order in Northern
Caucasus.
At least 500 people died and more than a thousand were
wounded after terrorist attacks that terrified Russia in the last
two weeks. Half of the victims were children, and some of the
attackers were women.
On Aug. 24, an almost -simultaneous
Vane bombing killed 90 passenger, from two
ussian airliners. The bomb, were detonated
by two young Chechen girls who earnest their
living by selling children, clothes and toys in
the Chechen capital of Grozny.
On Aug. 31, a female suicide bomber blew
herself up in a crowd of commuters near a
metro station in Moscow. Her "martyr belt,"
packed with bolts and metal bits, killed ten and
wounded more than 50.
Russian media has already coined the term
"Black Fatima" (a common feminine name
in Chechnya) for female suicide bombers, as
several more of them succeeded or failed to
MANSUR
imprint their last wishes on trains, streets and
town squares of Russia over the last two years.
On Sept.
1, a group of 32 masked men and women seized
about 1
children, their parents and school teachers in a
public school in the town of Beslan in North Ossetia. This
autonomous republic within Russia borders Georgia and is
located within dangerous proximity to Chechnya.
When talking to authorities tin the phone, their spokesman
said, "Wipe your snots," and demanded talks with regional
leaders.
The terrorists chose the softest spot in
the Russian public sentiment. Every year on
Sept. I. children in all 89 regions of Russia
begin their school year. Dressed up and
festive, they carry flowers to their teachers,
chitchat about summer holidays and think of
anything but war and death.
After an explosion in the gym packed
with children, Russian troops charged the
school. The terrified children tried to escape,
hut guerillas cold-bloodedly shot them on
the run.
Of 30 guerillas killed, 10 were identified
as Arabs and one as African, Russian authorities said. The only guerilla caught alive
said the seize was masterminded by Chechen
president Asian MasIshadov arid Shama
Basavev, a Chechen field commander, who
had ’already claimed responsibility for some
of the bloodiest attacks against the Russian
military and civilians since 1995.
What are the roots of Chechen separatism? Why, among a myriad of ethnic groups
living in the Russian Caucasus. Chechen
militants remain the only opponents to the federal government
in Moscow?
When Americans Ask me about Chechnya, I usually say:
Imagine a radical group of Native Americans that all of a sudden revives religious ardor and proclaims independence from
the U.S. government.
Will they be condemned by the U.S. media as separatists
and terrorists? Will they say that they have been conquered by
pale -faced immigrant, and simply want their land hack? Will
they be allowed to establish a separate theocratic state, say, in
the middle of Utah?
Chechens, a small nation of people in the poly-ethnic
and multi -religious CAUCASUS, began converting to Islam in
the 15th century, according to Chechen historian Movsur
Ibragimov. They adhered us Sufism, a mild version of Islamic
mysticism.
While Iran and Turkey competed for influence in Northern
Caucasus, certain Chechen clans allied themselves with Russians, but later resisted to the Russian conquest of the region
that ended in 1859, according to Ihragimm.
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In 1943, Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin accused Chechens
of collaborating with German Nazis, another Chechen
historian D. Gakaev wrote. The whole nation was relocated to
the steppes of Central Asia, and only in 1957 were they allowed
to return home.
Between the 1960s and 1980s the population of Chechnya
increased dramatically, while the number of jobs and schools
remained the same, Galuiev wrote. Thus Chechens had limited access us the few advantages of the Soviet welfare system
guaranteed jobs, free education and
medical care.
I.ower educational and economic
standards triggered the spread of Wahhabism, a radical tiirm of Islam, among
the Chechen youths in the early 1990s.
Wahhabists, ’or followers of. Arabic
preacher Mohammad ihn Abd al Wahhab
(1703-1797), Empazate the comeback
to "true Islam, deny peaceful relations
with other religions and adhere to strict
puritan norms, according to Ibragimov.
However, the majority of Chechens
did not support the new religious trend,
and in 1992 less than one -fifth of the
Chechen population participated in
MIROVALEV
elections and voted for the first separatist
Chechen president Dzholshar Duslaev,
according to Web site Chechemorg, devoted to the history and
lifestyle of Chechens.
Dudaev proclaimed establishment of the independent Islamic Republic, but the Chechen parliament and Islaniic ILO
Council did not recognize him, act tinting to the Web site. A
civil war followed, and the RUSUilli government interfered,
starting and losing the First Chechen war of 1994 to 1995s.
virtu
After a tt,ISe tire, M
ally left C’hechIlVil :disuse. But its new
president Maskfiadov Was unable to
consolidate the fractured country
where new warlords like Amir Khattah,
a Wahhabist from Saudi Arabia, and
Basaev rose to power.
In 1999, Khattab and BaSarV,
allegedly financed by al-Qaida and the
Afghan Talibari government, invaded
the neighboring autonomous republic
of Dagestan, seeking access to the
Caspian Sea and to break away from
Russia completely, according to the
Web site.
The Russian army entered Chech
nya again anti regained contnil of
much of the country, but the remaining
militant gossips keep attacking the
Russian military and civilians.
Organizations like Amnesty In
ternational have blamed both Russian
federal forces and Chechen separatists
for War crimes, rape and torture, while
instability spreads to other republics of the
Northern Caucasus.
If the actions of the Russian government could he called
imperialistic, a handful of radical Chechens and their tisreign
accomplices that no longer represent their war -weary nation
should be classified as Islamic fascists.
The separatists seek destruction of anyone who does nisi
wee with their principles of radical Islam, ins hiding other
Muslims or Chechens. They want to create a rephs a 01 the
Taliban state its Afghanistan and expand it to other nations of
the Caucasus.
The guerilla captured in Restart said he did not shoot the
hostages as he had children himself lie also aicreed to answer
all the cluestions, provided the authorities dont hand him to
the families of the victims. I only wonder how he and his
yet -us-be -caught brothers 111 arms look in the eyes of their
women and kids.

"The separatists
seek destruction of
anyone who does
not agree with
their principles
of radical Islam,
including other
Muslims and
Chechens."
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Laptop initiative experiment
No need for tech support ...
runs smoothly for some colleges
By Ruth C. Wamuyu
Daily Staff Writer
To prepare students for the 21st Century workplace, some academic
departments embarked on a guinea-pig
project in Fall 2003 that envisioned a
wireless class environment where
students would have access to the
Internet and network resources.
The ambitious program soon ran
into difficulties.
Some students complained about
adding the expense of laptops into
already tight budgets.
According to some, one year later
that has not changed.
"I think it is an expensive program
for students because they do not have
a lot of money," said Jonell Truesdale,
a junior advertising major. "Even with
the financial aid, you still have to pay
for it later."
The program also faced connection
problems in the beginning, but this has
been fixed in some departments.
"In the beginning, the connection
was slow, but this has now been
resolved," said Barbara Gottesman,
the chair of the educational leadership
department.
However, the school of journalism
and mass communications has not had
such a smooth experience.
"The wireless tends to be slow,"
Professor Stephen Greene said. "It
slows down if you have your whole
class on it."
Greene said that, to deal with the
speed program, he has his class wired

to Ethernet, where students connect
to the network by plugging in their
computers. He also said that, though
laptops are required, some students
still do not have laptops.
"I have not used the program,"
said Nicole Aurensan, a senior public
relations major.

"I think it is an
expensive program
for students because
they do not have
a lot of money."
Jonell Truesdale,
student
Aurensan said there were a lot of
problems in the beginning with printing and accessing Web sites.
"So they could not really enforce
it." she said.
She acknowledges that using the
wireless laptop program would help
journalism and mass communications
students in their careers.
"It is a very exciting change," said
Robert Mines, the school of art and

design director. 1 used it this morning
in the conference room during a
meeting."
He said that even though some
students were surprised by the requirement, most of the students were using
the program.
"This morning I saw a student
recording office and faculty phone
numbers in the hallway," he said. "So
people are using it for all types of
reasons, not just class."
Still, some students have not gotten
with the program.
"I do not have a laptop", said
Franklin Clark, a senior digital
media art senior. "Sometimes I use my
friend’s laptop."
Clark said that when he used it last
year it was "down a lot," hut it has since
improved.
The program seems to have an even
slower start in the child development
program.
"I don’t think it is required." senior
Deahna Holcomb said. "I have seen
maybe two people use it in each class."
Connie Aberle, a junior child
development major, echoed Holcomb
and said that no one had told her it
was a requirement.
The art and design department
seems to be the most successful guinea
pig so far.
"It works really well," Milnes said.
Some students in the department
agree with Manes.
"There are no problems and the
connection is fast," said Eric Szeto, a
junior graphic design major.

CONSTRUCTION I ‘... it’s noisy and a disturbance.’
continuedfrom page I
trenches for conduit, or the pipes the fiber optic cables run
in.
According to the Facilities Development and Operations Web site, new duct banks will be run in trenches
around campus. New pathways will be created for fiberoptic data cable to ensure uninterrupted data service to the
state funded buildings on the campus. The Web site also
says that two new data "hubs" will be built to back up the
Computer Center, one Hub between the two wings of the
Music Building, and the other under the Northwest corner
of Madbarrie Hall.
On the main campus. Beebe said the trenching should
be pretty much closed up and restored by the end of
September. Then there will be a little trenching going on
on the South Campus, she said.
"That project will involve interior work where new
network drops will be installed in some of the buildings,"
Beebe said.
Beebe said the project, which is funded by the CSU
system, is intended to bring all campuses up to a level
standard of service.
"At this point we are still patching in Tower Lawn," Beebe
said. "That is why the grass is torn up on Ninth Street."
Beebe added that the construction was also moving
down San Carlos Street between the residence halls and
the Event Center.
"Right now they are working on the area between Seventh Street and Ninth Street on San Carlos." Beebe said. "It
started in Tower Hall Lawn and daisy-chained around the
campus. Sometimes we can tie into existing other conduit.
so you won’t see anything for a while."
Beebe said that the construction is making a big ’I."
down Ninth Street to San Carlos, and past Seventh Street
almost all the way to Fourth Street.
The Telecommunications Infrastructure Improvement
project will also provide upgraded power and cooling to
telecommunications equipment rooms in each building,
according to the Web site for Facilities Development
and Operations, which will prepare equipment rooms
for new equipment, and will be purchased and installed
in Phase 2.
This construction can sometimes confuse students
when areas are suddenly closed off and new routes are
created.
"The (sidewalk) was open two days ago and now it’s
closed," said Thuy Ho, a senior in computer science, while
walking along the sidewalk by the Event Center.
Beebe said the contract with the construction workers is
a one-year contract.
She said the project took several years of planning
and design in addition to a four-month -long process of
advertising and getting documents to contractors ’before the
contract could even be awarded and the contractors could
begin working.
"The culmination of AB that planning and contract
awarding was the award contract where we all sign the
contract and tell the contractors that they may start on this
date." Beebe said, adding that the school generally awards
to the lowest responsible bidder.
"They are scheduled to be done next summer," Beebe
said, clarifYing that just the trenching will be done by October. After October, Beebe said, there would be nothing
quite that intense with regard to construction.
"I think they are waiting until winter break to do some
sidewalk repair." Beebe said. "It shouldn’t be a disturbance.
Hopefully it will be an improvement when students come
back after winter break."
As for the ramp outside of Joe West Hall, Beebe said
that it is related to work going on At the Cantpus
She said some modifications need to be done to Joe West
Hall because of the way the delivery dock will be accessed

1

RIGHT: lacinta Hernandez, a junior justice
studies major, shows frustration when her
computer, which she said had been frozen for
over an hour, refuses to work on Thursday.
Hernandez was in Dwight Bente! Hall waiting
for a friend’s class to end.

BELOW: Hernandez reacts with glee when her
computer becomes operational again.

Photos h) 1)on Hockwater Daily Staff

EARTHQUAKES I Team may sellfor $10 million
eontinuedji-om page I

1

Mexican group that also owns a team
in Mexico called Club America. They
are considering selling it to them. But
that is just one option at this point."
When asked ’how much the team
would be sold for, Burton didn’t know
specific details of the deal, but was
able to give a few figures.
"The team itself would probably
be (sold for) $10 million. And then to
keep the team going for the next two
to three years would be $20 million."
News of the soccer team possibly
leaving had different effects on San
Jose State University students, depending on how closely they followed
the sport and the team.

school as long AS they aren’t running people over," Schweon
said.
As of press time, UM could not be reached for comment.
"The lPID should he confiscating golf carts, not skateboards," said junior Mohammed Al -Najjar, a marketing
major. "I’ve had, as well AS many friends, close encounters

Jigar Patel, el senior computer sci- Randich, senior anthropology major,
ence major, said he didn’t follow the when asked how he telt about the
team closely, but agreed that it would Earthquakes possibly relocating.
be nice if they stayed local.
"The Quakes leaving. it sucks. Its
"I don’t know how they’re doing, cool to have a professional soccer
but I think they should stay here team in the Bay Area."
because they’ve been here for a
Randich, who has played soccer
while," Patel said.
since he was seven years old, said
Ayn Garvisch, a master’s student that his parents have season tickets
in nutrition who lives in the East Bay, and would sometimes give the tickets
was concerned with how it would Ii, him so he and has girlfriend could
affect the City of San Jose and SJSU attend.
lie said it wasn’t important that
if they left.
"If they have a big fan base or if the team stay in San Jose specifically,
(the team) brings in revenue for the but that they at least remain close by.
"To see soccer played on A
city or university. it would be a good
reason to keep them here." Gamsch championship level is outstanding,
and the fact that they’re leaving bugs,"
said.
"I don’t like it." said Robert Randich said.

Defense Dept. releases new pages
on Bush’s National Guard Service
Associated Press

Jason Fithian ’ Dailt Staff
Steve Decremer, top, and Aaron Gregg work on a
temporary handicapped -accessible ramp in front of
Joe West Hall Thursday afternoon. Decremer and
Gregg, both of San lose, are contractors for Rick
Slater Construction Company, based in San lose.
for all of housing in general.
Art Heinrich, campus architect, said that the ramp
was built to allow access to the hall because other accesses
were being taken away due to the Campus Village housing
project.
"We’ll be doing work in that area AS part of the housing village project," Heinrich said. ’So a temporary ramp
was built on the other side to allow access to Joe West
Hall because the only access is being taken away AS part
of the construction. A permanent one will he constructed
later."
Heinrich added that, at the moment, the only handicapped -accessible route into Joe West Hall is down the
sidewalk between the Dining Commons and the pool.
Sonic students, like Isela Lopez, A soph
re civil
engineering major, find this sole access into Joe West Hall
a nuisance.
"I live in the dorms and it’s noisy and A disturbance,"
Lopez said. "They’re basically blocking all the exits except
one in Joe West Hall."
Lopez said that it takes longer for students to get to and
from their dorms when they can only go out one exit.
With regard to future construction projects. Beebe said
they are getting ready to renovate what used to he the Clark
Library.
"We are just finishing up the working drawings," Beebe
said. "We expect construction to begin in December of this
year and to last tOf about a year."
She said the tinnier library will be used for administrative offices and some classrooms, as well as for student
service type of things.

Months
WASHINGTON
after insisting it could find no more
records of President Bush’s Air
National Guard service, the Defense
Department has released more than
two dozen pages of tiles, including
Bush’s report card for flight training
and dates of his flights.
The records, released under
pressure of a Freedom of Information
Act lawsuit by The Associated Press,
show Bush ranked in the middle of
his 1969 flight training class and flew
336 hours for the Texas Air National
Guard, mostly in the F-102A fighter.
Bush’s
Pentagon and
The
campaign have claimed for months
that all records detailing his fighter
pilot career have been made public,
but defense officials acknowledged
Tuesday they had found two dozen
new records detailing his training
and flight logs after the AP sued and
submitted new requests under the ,
public records law.
"Previous requests from other
requesters for President Bush’s Individual Flight Records did not lead to
the discovery of these records because
At the time. President Bush left the
service, flight records were subject to
retention for only 24 months and we
understood that neither the Air Force
nor the Texas Air National Guard
retained such records thereafter," tin
Pentagon told the AP
’Out of an abundance of caution.’
the government "searched a file that
had been preserved in spite of tin.
policy" And found the Bush records,
the letter said. "The Department of

Oslellebe

VEHICLES I ‘... safety is our number one.’
continuedfrom page 1

PAGE 3

with those speed demons on many occ asions while walking
to class, and I am much more concerned with being run
over by a moving vehicle than being bumped by A skateboarder. They really shouldn’t be Able to swim through seas
of students At 15 miles per hour like they chi."
Despite students allegedly dodging speeding carts
between classes, Ham insists that the well-being of the
campys is at the top of the drivers’ nunds at all time.
"We try to do a good job, safety Is ollt number one,"
I lam said,
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Defense regrets this oversight during
the previous search etlitrts.
As late as last week, White House
spokesmen said the administration
knew of no other records of Bush’s
military service.
"These documents confirm that
the president served honorably in
the ’National Guard," White !Louse
spokeswoman Claire Buchan said
Tuesday night.
Democratic National Committee
communications
director
Imo
Cabrera disagreed. "For months
George Bush told the nation that
all his military records were public,"
he said. "Now we know why Bush
was trying so hard to withhold these
record’s. When his nation asked him
to be on call against possible surprise
attacks, Bush wasn’t there."
The newly released records show

Bush, a lieutenant in the Texas Air
National Guard, ranked No. 22 in A
class of 53 pilots when he finished his
flight training at Moody Air Force
Bast in Georgia in 1969.
The records show his last flight
was in April 1972, which is consistent
with pay records indicating Bush had
a lapse of duty between April and
October of that year.
Bush’s Vietnam -era service in the
Texas Air National Guard has become
an issue in the presidential catnpaign
as the candidates spar over who would
make the best commander in chief.
Supporters of Democrat!. nominee
John Kerry. a decorated Vietnam
combat veteran, have crimiied Bush
for serving stateside in the National
Guard. Kern’s Republican critics
claim Kerry did not deserve some of
his five medals
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VOTER I Program looks to empower students
continuedfrom page 1

in 2004 form, which allows volunteers
to phone bank students once Election
Day draws near. Using this check-up
strategy, the organization wants to
confirm that students understand
everything on the ballot and know
the locations of their polling stations,
Greathouse said.
She said the number of signed
pledge -to-vote forms indicates "how
many college students care" about
legislative issues.
"If a higher percentage of young
people vote, it will send a message to
legislators that their vote matters and
pressure them to regard higher -education issues as a priority (when making
policy) on things like fee increases and
financial aid cuts," Greathouse said.
Jose Najera, a senior majoring in

Greathouse said.
"Imagine if 410,000 students went
out and voted in California. Legislators would definitely change the way
they look at issues, noticing that
college students are more involved in
the democratic process," she said. it
would no longer be the out -of-sight,
out-of-mind kind of thing."
Katie Jay, a sophomore majoring in
biology, said she does not plan to vote
in 2004 because she is not registered
in this county, nor is she "involved in
the political process."
"I mean I would like to vote, but
there is no point in me voting if I don’t
know what I am voting for," she said.
She said she would, however,
attend A.S. voter registration drives
"if (they are) compatible with my
schedule."
In addition to California Public
Interest Research Group, A.S. is
"coalition building" with other divisions on campus, including Center for
Learning, Student Affairs, KSJS 90.5,
various student organizations, the
political science department and the
communication studies department,
Greathouse said.
Ramon Johnson, public affairs
director for KSJS, said the radio station is working with A.S. to provide
students access to voter registration
material.
"We would like students to know
what materials they can get and where
they can get it," he said.
KSJS maintains an area with voter economics, said he plans to vote in
registration material outside its station 2004 and is registered in two counties
in Hugh Gillis Hall, room 126, where as an Independent.
students can pick up voter registration
"My biggest argument to vote is
forms, permanent absentee voter appli- that if someone doesn’t vote, they can’t
cations and an application to work on complain about the outcome of this
Election Day for Santa Clara County election or the political process as it
Registrar of Voters, Johnson said.
affects them," he said.
Permanent absentee status allows
The various divisions of the
the registrar of voters to mail an register-to-vote coalition on campus
absentee ballot and instruction packet hope to build a strong volunteer base
to an individual before every Elec- of students helping other students to
tion Day, according to information register to vote, Greathouse said.
provided by the registrar of voters.
"(Volunteering)
is
important
Students who apply to work for because it allows students to get
the registrar of voters on Election Day involved in the democratic process,"
could earn $85 or more by helping Greathouse said.
others to vote in their designated
She said A.S. will train volunteers,
precincts.
as well as any student organization
Communication studies Assistant that aspires to train its own volunteerProfessor Anne Marie Todd said ing students, to register others to
although she is not directly working vote.
with AS., the departments are disSo far about 40 volunteers have
cussing ways to combine their efforts.
signed up with A.S. alone, Nguyen said.
"I will screen presidential debates
In
addition, other
student
and study students’ attitudes toward
organizations have enlisted their own
the presidential debates," she said.
As part of her effort, Todd said she volunteers, all of which adds to the
plans to conduct surveys immediately volunteer base, Nguyen said.
After Oct. 18, A.S. and the other
following each of the presidential debates. She said she is talking to SJSU campus organizations will shift direcofficials about broadcasting the tion toward mobilizing students to
debates on campus between 6 p.m. turn out to vote on Nov. 2.
"Once the students have been regisand 8 p.m. on Sept. 30, Oct. 8 and
tered, we want to make sure that they do
Oct. 13.
One part of the register-to-vote go out and vote," Greathouse said.
As part of this initiative. A.S. has
campaign involves tabling at A.S.
events, as well as in front of the asked nonpartisan groups to contribute
Student Union, once the Oct. 18 with the information packages they
deadline approaches. At those events, prepare on the presidential candidates
A. S. will provide registration forms and their positions on issues.
"We want to have events on campus,
and help students to fill them out,
debates and forums where students
Greathouse said.
can
engage in conversation about the
In addition, A.S. requests that registered students sign a pledge to vote election," Greathouse said. it is part

... there is no
point in me voting V.
I don’t know what I
am votingfor."
Katie Jay,
student
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of our voter education to help students
become informed voters."
Johnson said KSJS plans to hold
a voter forum two weeks before the
election in an attempt to make "your
people and students feel empowered.
"We want to make it personal for
them and show how their votes affect
their daily lives," he said. The idea
about voter education forums is to
talk about the issues and especially
those that affect students."
The forums will include instructors
and student, as well as some outside
groups, Johnson said.
A.S. is also "trying to get a polling
place on campus so students, who are
registered in this area, could actually
vote on the campus itself:" Greathouse
said.
As president for the A. S.,
Greathouse said she is working with
the administration at SJSI.1 to institutionalize voter registration, so that "in
the future the campus will continue to
register students to vote through the
services it provides."
Ultimately, SJSU would register
students to vote once they obtain
their Tower Cards or register for
classes, she said.
Last week, two representatives
from the New Voter Project, sponsored by California Public Interest
Research Group, visited A. S. to help
organize "all the logistics" around the
campaign, which will pick up speed in
about a week, Greathouse said.
She said A.S. is trying to "get all
contacts in line and ready for a big
push" sometime next week.
"We will all be stronger if we all
work together," she said.
If all goes as planned, they will
collaborate with such diverse outside
alliances as Smart Voters, a division
of the League of Women Voters, and
Rock the Vote, a group of musicians
performing nationwide in a huge pushthe-vote effort, Greathouse said.
Smart Voters is coordinating the
Get Connected 2004 Service Fair,
which A.S. will partake in on Sept.
8 through 9. Rock the Vote, on the
other hand, is currently on tour during
which A.S. hopes to snatch them for
its voter registration and get-out-thevote concert in October.
Other
campus
departments,
including KSJS, the political science
department and communication studies department, plan to hold debates
and torums on campus starting in
October.
Greathouse said, "We will, as it
gets closer, put out a calendar with all
the events and places where students
can register."
Students can pick up the calendar
from any A. S. location, or from various campus departments involved in
voter registration.
A.S. kicked off its 2004 voter
registration drive with two movie
nights on Aug. 22 and Aug. 26, events
sponsored by A. S. and the Welcome
Week Committee. It has since singlehandedly registered 200 new student
voters at various events on campus.
Nguyen said.
Starting next week, students can
monitor the number of voters registered by A. S., as the organization will
color in the rising number on a large
thermometer outside the AS. House.

It’s all in the hands ...

I onwoo kuda Dail) Staff
Errol G. Specter, center, a local artist for 32 years, works on his leather art at the Tapestry Arts Festival in
San Jose Monday. Danielle Kish, left, an undeclared junior at San Jose State University, and her mother
Leslie shop at his booth.

Fire burns 12,500 acres in N. California
Associated Press
GEYSERVILLE An infusion
of fresh manpower helped firefighters
gain the upper hand Tuesday on a
wildfire that had burned across more
than 12,500 acres and destroyed four
homes in Northern California’s wine
country.
Cooler, moist air that had been
forecast for the region failed to
materialize during the night, but
the extra personnel more than

compensated for the poor weather.
said Janet Marshall, spokeswoman
for the state Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection.
With more than 2,600 firefighters
on the front lines, up tioni 1,110 .1
day earlier, officials said the blaze in
Sononia and Lake counties was KS
percent contained Tuesday morning,
up from just 35 percent the night
before.
Full containment of the fire,
in uneven and often steep terrai,.

was not expected until Wednesday,
Marshall said.
Sleanwhile, a fiery crash on
Interstate 15 sparked .1 new blaze
in Southern California that spread
across 650 acres in the San Bernardino
National 1:,,Tekt, pnillipting the
evacuation Ot ,11.11t SIN) pCrillIC from
...attered ran, Ii homes, ,,ild t’ rest
spokeswoman Robin Renteria.
The tire was 25 percent
by Tuesday evening; there wrie no
report, .11. d.1
Ot mimics

College Math Club President
Dumps Supermodel
He crunched the numberv, then crushed her heart

POOL I 7 come here a lot to get a tan ...
continuedfrom page /
Krale said.
1 come here a lot to get a tan, just
lay around, or jumping (in the pod) to
cool off," Petrosian said.
The Aquatic Center is open for
public use as well, and it usually
gets crowded at about 3 p.m., said
lieckie Harper, a recreation and
leisure studies graduate student who
is also a coordinator for the Aquatic
Center.
Many students, professors and
people from downtown use the
Aquatic Center after work and school,
especially when it is hot. Harper said.
There were many people last week
because many students finished their
classes early, she said.

Harper guessed that it may not
be as busy Tuesday because students
might be tired from the long weekend
and it was just too hot.
"People don’t want to get burned,"
Harper said.re:ald.
seniors come to swim at
the center and they are continuous
visitors, she said.
Aaron Bustamante, an alumnus
of SJSU, continues using the Aquatic
Center to swim.
"I try to (swim) twice a week." said
Bustamante, who usually swims for
an hour.
He said it is nice that SJSU offers
the swimming pool to the public.
Admission
for alumni
and
community is $3 for per visit, but
three-month passes or one-year passes

are available. Harper said.
"If you are a student, you don’t
need to pay," said Ron Gok,
junior marketing major who works at
Aquatic Center.
People use their Tower Cards on
hot days more than during wintertime.
Gok said.
"Come here whenever you want to,
(but) don’t ask the hours because it’s
always open," Gok said.
"I’d love to swim right now." said
Gok, as he sat down on a chair to
watch people’s safety as a lifeguard.
"II be here tomorrow, too," Krale
said.
The Aquatic Center is open 7 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Monday through Thursday,
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Friday and 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the weekend, Gok said.

Conflict of interest feared in appointment
Associated Press
The
SACRAMENT()
safety manager at Disneyland is a top
contender to run the state agency that
enforces amusement park safety laws
possibility that is prompting
a
concern among industry watchdogs.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is
expected to name Richard Warner as
director of the California Division of
Occupational Safety and Health as
early as this week, according to sources
inside the agency.
The agency, known as Cal/OSHA,
oversees workplace safety in industries
as diverse as retail shops and oil refineries. Since 2000, it’s been charged
with inspecting rides and investigating

accidents at theme parks.
Warner confirmed Tuesday that
he was being considered for the post
and said he hoped to be appointed.
The governor’s office declined to
comment.
Warner’s expected appointment
comes as the state moves to finish
drafting enforcement regulations
for California’s first amusement
park safety law. Naming an industry
insider to run Cal/OSHA could create
a conflict of interest, safety advocates
contend.
"We’ve had really good accident
investigations, but that could change
in a heartbeat," said Kathy Fackler, an
amusenient park safety activist who
pushed for passage of the 1999 law.

FacIder’s then 5 -year -mild son list part
his foot in a 1998 accident on the park’.
Rig Thunder Mountain Railroad ride.
Lisa
Odabashian,
a
senior
policy analyst at the West Coast
office of Consumers Union in San
Francisco, said that Warner’s ties to
Disney, which contributed 810010
to Schwarzenegger’s political action
committee this year, ’don’t pass the
smell test."
Efforts to fully implement sonic
amusement park laws were delayed
when Schwarzenegger, soon after his
election last year, put a halt to writing
new regulations that affect business.
Odabashian said she feared the theme
park regulations could be watered
down if Warner got the state post.
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"I loved her like a quadratic formula. but
the off-campus lunches were killing me
Admitting that there was a good (9-0l. financially," said Burns. "I felt like a real
percent chance that he made the wrong abacus for breaking things off." The fact
move, college math club president Brady that he was unaware of Washington
Burns recently called
Mutual’s Free Checking
it quits with longtime
an account with optional
"I loved her
supermodel girlfriend
Deluxe services like free
Elene. Burns. who claimed
like a quadratic online hill pay available
he carefully calculated the
at wamu.com left Elene
formula..."
breakup, said his alleged
at a total loss. "Ile could
free checking account had
have just gone to a
monthly fees that just didn’t add up. The Washington Mutual Financial Center or
whiz kid was quick to admit that had he wamu.com." she said. "We were totally soul
known about Washington Mutual’s Free mates, hut I guess he didn’t see that. As far
Checking Deluxe, the relationship’s as I’m concerned, he can go jump off a
longevity may have had better odds. logarithm. Whatever that is.By JAMIE MURRY

FREE CHECKING DELUXE
11110-781-7IN

D Washington Mutual
NUM

mr.
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Peruvian art rarely sees light of day
By Ling-Mei Wong
Daily Ste- Writer
In A dim room at the back of the
Inca Gardens Peruvian Restaurant, art
is crammed into a tiny space.

day,
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laze
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wrap, arpillera or "colorful, threedimensional cloth pictures" and alpaca
wool sweaters.
Alpacas are native to the Andes,
which were part of the Incan empire.
They look like llamas, but have soft

A collection of South American art---fe-et- instead of hooves.
resides at the Machu Picchu Folk An
The wool is buttery soft, and can
Gallery of the Americas, owned by be woven into eye-popping textiles.
Olga Enciso Smith since 1974.
All those gorgeous textiles are
She came to America in 1965 stacked on top of each other in a storto study nursing and settled down, age room that doubles as a banquet
marrying Carman Smith.
MOM.
Enciso Smith did not forget her
"Many people come to see this,
roots, preserving South American young people like you. It brings tears
culture with her art collection.
to my eyes when I see how (the art is
It’s mostly in the dark, though. Her not) in good condition," she said.
son Brian M. Smith. who runs the
Enciso Smith started her gallery
restaurant at night, turns the lights oft’ because she wants to encourage South
in the back room.
American art.
"I saw the need to encourage
Smith said that while a few restaurant patrons ask about the gallery, the indigenous people ... I can help
most do not notice.
financially by selling art," she said.
The small gallery is named after
The art works are all handmade
the ancient Incan city discovered in from all over South America, not just
1911 by Hiram Bingham, an Ameri- Peru.
can explorer.
One of the indigenous artworks is
"What makes it somewhat unusual, a Peruvian gourd, which is used as a
as far as Imam civilization, is that the vessel after drying.
Spanish never found it." said Jonathan
By burning and carving it, color
Karpf, an anthropology lecturer.
and design are accomplished.
Karpf said that most of the
This particular gourd had carved
discovered South American temples on it, "La Historia de Matrimonio
were torn down to make Spanish sus Costurnbres en mi Pueblo," which
cathedrals.
means "The History of Marriage
One of the unique characteristics Customs in my Village."
of Incan civilization is the fabric
Intricate carvings of a village adorn
technology.
the gourd.
At the gallery; all the brightly
Details of everyday scenes, front a
colored textiles are handmade or woman carrying a baby in her shawl
hand-woven, so no two are the same.
to a flock of alpacas grazing, are
"We’re not able to duplicate thread portrayed on the gourd.
counts in !man art," said Karpf
Among the pieces in the collection
Enciso Smith, a native of Peru, is a huichol, or a painting made by
goes to South America on annual tex- pressing yarn on beeswax.
Other exotic examples are retablos,
tile tours, where she picks up clothes
and bolts of fabric.
or altarpieces. populated by tiny,
Some examples are a tie-dyed silk carved figures of Catholic saints or

Its \

legan

i.t.t111!

characters trom the Nativity.
The wood is painted and covered
in beeswax, which needs to be kept at
a cooler temperature.
The collection is remarkable, but is
housed in sad conditions.

Enciso Smith is lobbying to change
that.
The city of San Jose told her to
relocate from her old location on
First Street to her restaurant at San
l’ernando Street.

She said she is trying to mind space
to display the work.
Despite the difficulties she faces.
Enciso Smith has not given up sharing her vision of Machu Picchu and
its art.

Spartan Bookstore
The Spartan Daily
weekly recap
of campus crime

pact disc

1:20 p.m. Ft/I INutiosT PROPERTY
I ascation: Business "Lower
Summary: A repo was taken fin a threatening email.
11:10 p.m. ALCOHOL
Location: Spartan Village
Summary: Subject was , iteil for minor in possession of
alcohol.
11:10 p.m. UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
DRUGS
Location: Spartan Village
Summary: Subject WAS arrested fin being under the
influence of a controlled substance.
FRIDAY
Lin. DRUNK DRIVING/DRIVING UNDER
THE INFLUENCE
Location: Tenth and San Fernando Streets
Summary: Lopez, Marco -Antonio WAS arrested for
driving while under the influence. Vehicle 4111Y105 WAS
towed by AA towing.
8:10 p.m. TRESPASSING
Losation: Duncan Hall
Summary: Hansen, Jayme DOB 07-07-141, Watson,
Andrew [MB 01-29-83, Mayco, Andrew DOB 05-20-78,
Conde, ( regg IX)11 02-29-80, Conde, Jason IX)11 01-2882 were cited and released fin trespassing.
SATURDAY

2:39 a.m. OTHER DRUG OFFENSE

Location: Sixth and San Salvador Streets
Summary: White, Armin] DOB 07-15-84 WAS arrested
and released for the sale of furnishing substances falsely
represented to be a controlled substance.
2:24 p.m. FotININLOST PROPERTY
Location: Seventh and Sall Salvador Streets
Summary: A report was taken for a recovered laptop
computer.

Staff

You feel like you’re on top of the
world. It beautiful, " she said.
Folk Art
The %Au
Gallery ot the meru, is is los ated at
87 E. San Fero,oslo St it downtown
San Jose.

DAZE

THURSDAY
10:26 am. THEFT
Locaf : Student l Triton
Summary: Subject was cited for theft of a
And then released.

11.1 Is

A Peruvian wooden retablo, or diorama, made by the Anday family, who are master retablistas, opens to reveal a colorful, festive scene at the
Machu Picchu Gallery in the Inca GardPns Restaurant at 87 E. San Fernando St.

SUNDAY
2:13 p.m. TRAFFIC/DRIVER IN POSSESSION
WITH OPEN CONTAINER
Location: Ninth and San Fernando Streets
Summary: Subject Ramirez, Ramon Jr. DOB 08-28-82
cited and released for possession of an open container of
alcohol in a vehicle.
p.m. FOI.IND: LUSI PROPERTY
Location: William St
Summary: A rejs at Was taken for recovery of A
stolen plate.

I.

or

6:23 p.m. ANY DIU INKENESS VIOIATIONS
Location: Seventh Street and I-280
Summary: Subject Garcia, Henry DOB 06- 22-52 was
Amsted tin being drunk in public.
MONDAY
1:47 a.m. DRUNK DRIVING
Location: Fourth Street
Summary: MAI, Thahien DOB 01 01 77
for driving under the influence.

JanSporl
/

.(

li/N

The week of September -. 2004
Cram It Jam It! Drawing
Thurs. Sept. 9th, at noon. Must be present to

in.

Grand Prize Drawing: JanSport Travel Package!
Was

arrested

Fri. Sept. 10th. at noon. Must be present to

2:37 p.m. ASSISTANCE To ANOTHER At ;ENO’
Location: Seventh and Sall Salvador Streets
Summary: Report Was taken tjir an agency assist with
the San Jose police department.
l.t)ST PROPERTY
.1:43 p.m. FM
taxation: Third Street
Summary: Incident report was taken hir a tOund license
plate.
3:52 p.m. WARRANT
Location: Third Street
Summary: Subject Weeks, William DOH 01 07 62 was
arrested for outstanding felony warrants.
lo:10 p.m. UNLICENSED DRIVER
taxation: First Street
Summary: Subject was cited and released for driving
without a license. Vehicle was towed by Rebello’s Towing.
Crime Watch appear I had). Air to hut.ttog
ors liieufay.
Crsme 1346h usually runs au Tuctddvt

puhlicatron

Wm.
Register tobacivs1,
f% tante lanSport
scil

110 s attic(
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’Barbara’ proves thoughtful, timely

Flogging Molly will perform with Street Dogs and
The Briggs at 8 p.m. on
Tuesday at the Warfield in
San Francisco. Tickets are
$20 and are available through
Ticketmaster by calling (408)
998-TIXS.

By Ruth C.Wamuyu
Daily Staff Writer
An interpretation of George Bernard Shaw’s "Major
Barbara" by the San Jose Repertory Theatre will either
make theater -goers feel uncomfortable or self-righteous.

REVIEW
Those to whom the struggles between poverty
and wealth, religion and secularism and morality and
immorality remain abstract notions will be jolted out
of their fence seats like lightening on a pitch-dark
night.
Therein lies the magic Shaw’s play holds, 99 -and -a -half
years after it was written.
"Major Barbara" revolves around a young woman’s predicament after she joins the Salvation Army to "save souls."
She is convinced that no soul is too damaged to be salvaged,
including that of her arms -manufacturing father, Andrew
Undershaft. She takes after her domineering mother, Lady
Britowart.
Glynis Bell delivered a stunning performance as Lady
Britomart, especially when she reduced her son Stephen,
played by Mark A. Phillips, to a pathetic whimper. Bell’s
transition into the poor Rummy Nlitchens was accomplished so flawlessly it was hard to believe she played both
roles.
Phillips also gave a remarkable performance as the
hapless Stephen. His entire demeanor throughout the
play screamed "pathetic." His poor posture and hesitant
speech aptly conveyed decades of domination by his
mother.
Stacy Ross played the part of Major Barbara in a
satisfactory but not-particularly spectacular way. She failed
to portray the sense of deep, soulful struggle suggested by
Shaw’s play.
Instead, Peter Van Norden, who played the wicked
Andrew Undershaft, with his soft but firm voice and
the ability to stand his ground, convincingly stole her
thunder.
The stage setting was magnificent and the scene changes

Rork Against Bush
featuring Anti -Flag, Midtown,
The Nightwatchman, Strike
Anywhere, Epoxies and Mike
Park will take place at 7 p.m.
on Sept. 21 at The Fillmore
in San Francisco. Tickets are
$15 and available through
Ticketmaster by calling
(408) 998-TIXS.
New York Dolls will perform at
8 p.m. on Oct. 3 at the Fillmore
in San Francisco. Tickets are
$25 and are available through
Ticketmaster by calling
(408) 998-TIXS.
Performing Arts
The White Murder Case will run
from Saturday until Sept. 26 at
the Luck Stern Theater in Palo
Alto. Tickets range from SIS to
$29 and are available by calling
(650) 329-0891.
One hundred Years If
Political Theatre, a festival
of short plays, will continue its run until Sept. 26
at the Eastenders Repertory
Company in Oakland. Tickets
range from $IO to $20 and are
available by calling Ii1E)) 5684118.
The Nark Rider: The Casting of
the Magid- Ballets will writiitue
its run through Oct. 3 at the
Geary Theater in San Francisco.
Tickets range from $25 to $80
and are available by calling
(415) 749-2228.

Coady
Lewis Nati will perform Sept.
16 and 17 at the Improv in
downtown San Jose. Tickets are
$23 and $27 and are available by
calling (408) 280-7475.

Cleermyeeet, also known as
the Arab Film Festival, will
take place Oct. 5 through 8 at
Camera 12 Cinemas in San
Jose. For more information, call
(415) 564-1100.

Sass Farads(’ Mar Festilvd,
featuring music, theater, comedy
and performance art, begins
today and runs through Sept.
19. Tickets are $8 per show
and are available by calling
(415) 673-3847.

P oto cow tesy o San lose Repertory T eatre
Stacy Ross performs as the title role in "Major Barbara," which is
currently playing at the San lose Repertory Theatre.

from the butler -serviced, couch -decorated, book -laden
Undershaft family home to the hard -benched, meagerrationed and drab Salvation Army shelter were all the more
remarkable for their smooth transition.
But the best scene change was when the setting changed
to the foundry.
For those who love special effects, this was astounding.
With a glow of bluish -gray light, shadowy figures dressed
in NASA -type outfits that suggested a dangerous, but
high-level, work atmosphere dragged off the opulence of
the family home.
But it was the humorous interaction between the matriarch and her unsuitable future sons-in-law, not to mention
her headstrong daughter Barbara and her ineffectual son
Stephen, that kept the audience enthralled.

"With big corporations and
their lobbyists showing up as key
players at the Republican Convention in New York, this play
asks the question, ’Who really
governs?’"
Beneath the humor lies a serious message. The director of the play, Timothy Near, intended to provoke the
audience to think about the current political situation
in an election year where the main issues are bound
to be the war in Iraq and the economic status of the
country.
With big corporations and their lobbyists showing
up as key players at the Republican Convention in
New York, this play asks the question, "Who really
governs?"
The play started Sept. 4 and will run at the San Jose
Repertory Theatre until Oct. 3.
Students can purchase tickets at half-price for any level
of seating.

Irritating vocals wreck Dyer sounds promising on
second Earshot album debut with Kravitz support
By Joe Amaral
Daily Staff Writer
When it comes to alternative metal, most
bands in the genre sing about the same cliche
material: getting over drug abuse, recovering
from a hard relationship and living a difficult
life. The style is depressing and has been done
to death.

REVIEW
Earshot, wind’ released its second album
"Two," is another example of a band trying to
express its sorrowful feelings.
Earshot is made up of Wil Martin (vocals/
Scott Kohler (guitar), Mike Callahan
(ctiitar),
(guitar). Johnny Sprague (bass) and Chas Stumbo
rums).
The band likes to express its feeling by playing
hard metal to vent its anger. This venting of frustration does nothing for the band. Martin’s lyrics
are weak and he sings about the Same depressing
material on almost every track.
Martin should have livened up the album by
singing about something positive. but instead he
ruins the songs with his depressing lyrics.
On ’Nice to Feel the Sun," Earshot has a cool
guitar feedback sound in the background, but the
effort is ruined with Martin’s weak lyrics and
off-beat vocals. This is unfortunate because this
song is one of the few
Earshot songs that have
uplifting lyrics.
"Fall
Apart"
is
another example at the
clichØ lyrics that have
been heard dozens of
times. Martin whines,
"All my life. I’ve done
nothing but hide from
myself.
These lyrics are
typical on most of the
album and can be annoying after a while.
Martin’s vocals are
decent at hest and Earshot stinks at playing its
instruments. The band’s
three guitarists should

Coast to Coast search begins to reunite
daughters and their biological fathers on
national television.
-

visit ass ss

By Sara Spivey
Daily Staff Writer

not be needed on any of the songs when one
guitarist is capable of doing all guitar parts.
"Tongue -Tied" is awful and it sounds like
someone is trying to clear his throat in the
background when the band sings the chorus.
What does work for the band is its good vocal
harmonies, especially on "Down." Once again.
the effort is killed with Martin’s mediocre vocals
and repetitive, dark lyrics.
Martin is downright irritating on "Again,"
when he extends the lyrics by singing, "Need to
find my way back home agaaaaaaaaiiiinnn."

"...Of What Lies Beneath" is the major
label debut album from Dan Dyer. It is a soulful
album that touches on the universal themes of
love and heartache with the usual bit of cultural
examination.

REVIEW
Dyer is the debut artist of Lenny ICravitis
new label Rome Records, an imprint of Warner
Bros. Records.
The album is a dual effort, with Dyer on
vig.ils and occasional guitar and Kravitz as pro du, er and studio musician, playing most of the
instruments on the album. The group is rounded
out with the occasional contribution from Craig
Ross,a guitarist from Kravitz’s band.
Although Dyer is a soulful singer -songwriter
whose breathy voice can croon as well as the
latest pop sensation. Kravitz, with his signature,
guitar-heavy style, has inoculated the album from
any comparisons to artists like John Mayer.

"Martin’s lyrics are weak
and he sings about the
same depressing material
on almost every track."
"Control" is by far the worst song and it
portrays Earshot at its most annoying. Martin
screams his hardest on the chorus, and the
only redeeming quality of the song is that it
ends.
The one good song on the album is the ballad
"Should’ve Been There." The song is pleasant
because it actually has positive lyrics and one
does not have to listen to Stumbo’s putrid drumming. Martin’s vocals are also very controlled,
which makes the listen
easier.
"Two*
Earshot’s
is a mediocre to poor
effort because it offers
nothing new lyrically
or musically.
"Two" is boring and
is not recommended
listening for someone
in a depressed mood.
Let’s just say that one
will feel even worse
to
after
listening
Earshot.
Earsfax’s name should
be a warning alone to a
listener, because anyone
listening will definitely
take a "shot" in the "ear."

"Overall, ’...Of What
Lies Beneath’ has all the
elements ofa successful
rock/pop record...."
The album opens with "Red Alert," an upbeat,
guitar-heavy track. Kravitz’s ego may have gotten
the best of him on this one. The guitars almost
drown out Dyer’s vocals at times, but his message
of taking the chance to fall in love still COMeS
through.
The song "Steremonic" strikes a balance
between the rock-infused first song and the
soulful title song "... Of What Lies Beneath."
It rides like a car driving fast and reckless along
the Pacific Coast Highway, emoting the fervor
of new love and the first feelings of excitement
and risk felt when falling in love hard and
fast.
In the song ’You," Dyer draws an illustration
with repetition of betrayal as a wrecking ball

Entrepreneurial
Suciety
Kicks ()fir the Fall
Semester!

reunikomv.com.

knocking down the tower of a relationship.
"You see another in your eyes / you left me
paralyzed / you showed me what I ,ouldn’t see
you no longer belong to me." he sings, and with
each "you," the "wall clock wrecking ball" strikes
again.
Dyer departs from the theme of line on the
title song "...Of What Lies Beneath" and songs
"Space Alien" and "Not of This World." The
songs are leisurely and reflective on society.
In the title song, "...Of-What I.ies Beneath,"
Dyer explores fear.
Dyer examines the actions of people and
decides he’d rather be an alien in the track "Space
Alien." He sings, "We don’t belong / this world’s
not right (there’s something wrong / no you can’t
deny it."
Ile also sings of not belonging in "Not ofThis
World." "I am not of this world / I am only in it,"
Over sings, "I’m wondering if I’ll ever get out of
here."
Overall, "...Of What I.ies Beneath" has all
the elements of a successful rock/pop record with
carefully written and soulful songs, as well as
producer Kravitz’s influence and rocking guitar
hooks.

The one-two punch of Kravitz and Rois
as producer and guitarist were featured on
another album. Cree Summer’s 1999 release
"Street Faerie."
"Street Faerie" and "...Of What I.ies Beneath," have many similar elements, which may
be due to Kravitz’s influence on both albums.
"Street Faerie," although a beautiful album,
was not commercially successful. "...Ot What
I.ies Beneath" may just have what it take,

The
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Join Us For A Panel

Established television producers from such shows as
America’s Top Model are currently conducting a coast -to-coast
search to reunite daughters and their biological fathers on national
television. The producers are providing an opportunity of a
lifetime by helping to turn people’s dreams into a reality!
They are searching for young women over 18 who
have been separated from their biological fathers at infancy, and
men who have been separated from their biological daughters. to
participate in a television program about being reunited If you
are ready to be reunited with your biological father or
daughter. call 818.563-4131.
For more information, please

SEPTEMBER 8, 2004

Presentation On the
Entrepreneurial Experience
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Louis XIV rules CafØ Du Nord By the beat ...
By Janet Pak
Daily Senior Staff Writer

It was a slinv night at San Francisco’s
CafØ Du Nord. The crowd was just
starting to trickle in when the opening
band started at 8 p.m. All that changed
after svo opening bands gave the crowd a
reason to stay for Louis XI’’, the secondto-last band to perform that night.

REVIEW

Top: Jason Hill, lead singer
and guitarist of Louis XIV,
rocks out Friday night
4 during a set at Cafe Du
Nord in San Francisco.
Left: Crowds gather
outside after Louis XIV
finished performing.

Photos hy Julia Weeks / Daily Staff

The opening bands, Emery Byrd
and Top Brown, started off the evening
with widely distinct sounds. Emery
Byrd, also from San Diego, played
a short, 20-minute set of alternative
and pop rock songs. Members of Top
Brown were dressed in suits and ties,
playing funky rock to a packed crowd.
Having seen Louis XIV open a few
days ago for a larger mainstream band
at the Great American Music Hall,
the music wasn’t too impressive. The
sound quality that night was awful and
the lyrics were buried in the music.
Friday night was a different stage
and scene. It was a chance for the band
to redeem itself.
The cafe provided an intimate
setting with a stage slightly elevated to
give the band a boost. Crowds started to
pile into the cafe around 11130 p.m. and
by the time the band started, a crowd of
about 300 people packed the cafe.
Louis XIV is led by Jason Hill, lead
singer and guitarist, Brian Karscig XIV.
singer and guitarist, Mark Nlaigaard,
drummer, and James III, bassist and
newest addition to the group. The
sound was more defined and clear Friday night as the band ripped through a
10-song set in about halt an hour.
Onstage, the band was on fire. Hill
and Karscig rocked their guitars, playing
furiously against one another. Bassist III
stood steadily rocking his head back and
forth while Nlaigaard banged the drums
with unstoppable energy
The band started with the intro
"New Murder," full of edgy guitar rifts.
The first full song of the set, "Louis
XIV," sounded like hillbilly rock with
an alternative flair. Sharp lyrics such as

"well I live in a mass destruction / I don’t
apologize for a hyperconcussion / I want
to swipe your identity / and turn your
love into obscenity" make it a fun song.
Don’t take this band too seriously
with songs such as "God Killed The
Queen," and "The Grand Apartment,"
which sound like early AC/DC.
Songs such as "Paper Doll" show a
softer side to the angsty songs played
earlier.
The last song of the night and the
band’s current single, "Finding Out
True Love Is Blind," proved to be
the biggest hit of the night. Audience
members cheered as the band announced the final song.

"Onstage, the band
was onfire. Hill
and Karscig rocked
their guitars, playing
furiously against one
another. Bassist III
stood steadily rocking
his head... while
Maigaard banged the
drums with
unstoppable energy."
"Finding Out True Love Is Blind"
sh w ases the band’s stronger songwriting abilities. lyrics such as "wind
you up and make you crawl to me / tie
you up until you call to me ... / finding out true love is blind" blend nicely
with the melody of the organ, which
Kars, ig played in place of his guitar.
Hill and Karscig’s vocals were at
their strongest that night.
The crowd kept cheering and
dapping after "Finding Out" finished,
hoping fur an encore, but the band
ended their set at that point.

Nlegan Kong
Roarke Cullenbine, a 4 -year-old whose father is a student at San
Jose State University, watches Andre ’’Walou" Halifide play a
bongo drum Thursday near Washington Square Hall

’4."
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San Jose State
UNIVERSITY

University Scholars Series
hosted by
Provost Marshall Goodman
Presents
****** **

NEWS MAKES HISTORY...
DATE: FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER III. 2004. N:110 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.. STUDENT I NIGN

Mary B. White

AND YOU CAN BE PART OF IT ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH. SOME OF THE FINEST

School of Art and Design
********

LIVING JOURNALISTS AND AD MANAGERS WILL COME TO SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY TO
MEET. SPEAK AND EAT WITH YOU. TO CELEBRATE THE 70TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SPARTAN

12:30 pm
Wednesday, September 8, 2004
Spartan Bookstore
Admission: Free
** * ** * **

DAILY...THE OLDEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER IN THE CSU SYSTEM. AND ONE OF THE
OLDEST IN AMERICA
NANCY MCFADDEN. FORMER POLITICAL AIDE TO VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE. DAVID
WILLMAN. PULITZER PRIZE WINNER FOR THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: CARLA MARINUCCI.
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE POLITICAL REPORTER: JOE TRIPP!. FORMER CAMPAIGN
MANAGER FOR HOWARD DEAN: HARRY FARRELL. RETIRED MERCURY NEWS REPORTER.

.tlan

DAVID YARNOLD. SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS EDITOR. DOREEN CARVAJAL. INTERNATIONAL

packed tour dim the glass is

HERALD TRIBUNE REPORTER; AND MANY MORE. HERE THEY’LL GIVE YOU FIRSTHAND

She is

B

if ’lute. head 01 the (ii,,,, Area at SJSI . still present an aetion
as well as our mil/ vibrant glass program

include images of the many aspects at .1:/a.N.% Norking used in thc
glass studio. clips of the 515:15 from famous glass artists. and

REPORTS ON SOCIAL ISSUES. WAR. JOBS. AND ASK YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN A STIMULATING
SOCRATIC DIALOG ON POLITICS.

the ventures ()I VS( Glass Alumni

VICW 1
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She will also discuss her recent work

and proice Is. including her tech hang at the Pilehuck Glass School and
present a DID of her residency at the laeoma Museum of Glass
* * * * * * * *
This Series ,s co -sponsored by the Dr Martin Luther King. Jr Library and Spartan Bookstore
For more information, call 924-5105

A REUNION. A PARTY. A CELEBRATION.

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
CALI. FOR DETAILS AND RLSERVAIIi
!Amp SEATING 4118_924.1240

Spartan Bookstore

........,0,. 0,,

I*

I0

\IANns111111.R101,4011

LIBRARY

This program will broadcast on KSJS (90.5 FM)
This event Is wheelchair accessible It you need special accommodations, call 920-5105
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Volleyball off to perfect 3-0 start

Rockies triumph over Giants
Associated Press

By Emmanuel Lopez
Daily Staff’ Writer

DENVER
Given the choice, Colorado Rockies
manager Clint Hurdle said he wouldn’t let Barry Bonds
hurt his team.
Hurdle went back on his word and got away with it.
Bonds hit his 698th homer, but Jeromy Burnitz hit a
tiebreaking two-run homer in the eighth inning to help
the Rockies rally for an 8-7 victory over the San Francisco
Giants on Tuesday night.
"Those aren’t easy decisions to make," Hurdle said. "You
make them and you just look tin the best. It worked out."
Barely.
Colorado pitched to Bonds in the first inning, and Jamey
Wright got him to hit a weak pop up to shallow center with
one out and a runner on first.
The Rockies weren’t so lucky in the third inning.
With Edgardo Alfonzo on second after an RBI double,
Wright tossed a first-pitch strike to Bonds, drawing cheers
front the fans. After a ball, Wright left a fastball out over the
plate and Bonds lifted a fly toward left.
The ball didn’t appear to have enough on it to clear the
wall, but it bounced off left fielder Matt Holliday’s glove
and landed in the stands for a two-run homer that put the
Giants up 3-2.
"If we had been two outs, he would have been on in
a heartbeat, hut I had a gut feeling we’re asking for a big
inning if we put him on," hurdle said. "I just didn’t have a
good enough feeling and, of course, he hits the home run, so
my gut feeling went from ins’ gut to my throat."
Bonds is within two homers of joining Hank Aaron
(755) and Babe Ruth (714) as the only players to reach
700. The six -time NI. MVP also has hit 40 homers in five

The San Jose State University
volleyball team starts the 2004 season
with a 3-0 record.
SPARTAN VOLLEYBALL
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BACK ROW
NOTEBOOK
This is the Spartans’ best start since
the 2001 season, when the Spartans
started 3-0 and ended the season with
a 25-8 record overall and 9-4 in the
Western Athletic Conference, securing a berth in the NCAA national
tournament.
Head coach Craig Choate said that
it’s still too early in the season to make
any predictions about the team.
"It’s been only one week out of
three months," Choate said. "We didn’t
expect to go 3-0, but we’ll take it."
The Spartans haven’t started a
season 4-0 since 1999.
SJSU kicked off the 2004 season
with a grueling five -game victory over
the University of San Francisco.
"It was a tough game, but our team
stepped up to the plate," Choate said.
The Spartans then traveled to
Las Vegas from Sept. 3 through
4 to participate in the University of
Nevada -Las Vegas Classic.
The Spartans went 2-0 in the tournament, sweeping by before dispatching the University of Washington in
another five-game win.
Senior outside hitter Carrie Nash
was voted the UNIX Classic’s Most
Valuable Player after notching 27 total
kills in the tournament.
Sophomore defensive specialist
Jessie Shull, who tallied 44 total digs
in the tournament, and sophomore
outside setter Kristina Conrad earned
selections to the to the (NIA’ Classic’s
all -tournament team.
Choate attributes the team’s
success to its "never-say -die attitude
and energy.
"We’ve been mentally tough and
never give up," Choate said. "We’ve
played some tough five -game matches
but were able to finish strong."
Nash, who is averaging 3.46 kills
per game, said that the team has
learned to play together.
"Our team has good chemistry on
the court," Nash said. "The girls are
really jelling together."
Choate also said that several play
em are stepping up their level of play
during game -time.
"Jennifer Senftleben has been
absolutely wonderful in the middle
blocker position." Choate said. "And
Jessie continues to put up beyondphenomen al numbers.
Although the Spartans are doing
well, Nash said, the one area where
the team can improve is keeping
the intensity constant throughout a
match.
"There have been points in the
game where the opponents are hanging around and have been able to come
back and make a run on us," Nash said.
"We need to hit them hard and never
let up."
Junior right side hitter Melissa
Maddox, who played one Season at
Glendale Community College in
Arizona with Nash, agreed with her
teammate, hut added that the Main
is happy with the wins, however they
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Outside hitter Carrie Nash delivers a spike during the San Jose State
University volleyball team’s practice Tuesday. Nash averages 2.91 kills
and 2.77 digs per game, and received the University of Nevada at Las
Vegas Classic’s Most Valuable Player.
looking Ahead
The Spartans will head to Fullerton
for this weekend to participate in the
"Four Points Titan Classic" at Cal
State Fullerton.
Choate said the he isn’t underestimating the teams participating in the
tournament.
"It’s still early in the season, and
a lot of teams are better than their
records suggest," Choate said.
Idaho State University is currently
1-3 and coming off a win against the
University of TeXitS-San Antonio.
Providence College is 0-4. Fullerton
is the only other unbeaten team in the
tournament. with al -0 record.
Choate said that the team would
approach the II turnament with the
same Inentallty as the three previous

games.
"The team will play hard and we’ll
go after them," Choate said.
SJSU will play Idaho State at
4 p.m. on Friday The Spartans then
take on the host Titans at 10 a.m. on
Saturday Finally, SJSU will also be
facing off against Providence at 4:30
p.m. on Samtday.

Injuries
Junior setter Michelle O’Rilev will
undergo knee surgery this month. She
is not expected to return this season,
Choate said.
The Spartans will have setter
Kristina Conrad is nursing a sore
hand. Choate said.
Conrad leads the ten,, in assists
with ISo.

Parking
Made Easy

straight seasons and eight overall, tying Aaron’s NI. record.
Ruth holds the major league record with 11 seasons with
40 homers.
Wright was far more careful with the Giants slugger
in the fifth, walking him on four pitches with two outs on
nobody on. Bonds just missed his second homer in the sixth
inning, lining Jeff Fassero’s 3-0 fastball near the top of the
wall in right. Bonds finished 2-for-3 and was intentionally
walked by Shawn Charon with one on and one out in the
ninth inning.
"I’m no fool," Chacon said. "It’s not about your ego, it’s
about the situation in the game. We had to do that there."
Colorado’s ploy almost didn’t work.
The Rockies took a 6-4 lead in the seventh inning on
Mark Sweeney’s grand slam, only to give it back on Ray
Durham’s two -run double off Tim Harikkala (6-3) in the
eighth.
Burnitz followed with a two-run homer in the bottom
half off Jason Christiansen (4-3), setting the stage for
Chacon. Colorado’s closer has been on a roll over the past
month getting saves in his last seven chances, but seemed to
revert to the form that got hint in trouble early in the year.
Chacon gave up a leadoff single to Michael Tucker, who
hit a solo homer in the fifth inning, then walked Bonds with
one out. Deivi Cruz followed with an RBI single to cut the
lead to 8-7 and J.T. Snow lined out to center.
Chacon followed with a wild pitch to put runners on
second and third, walked Pedro Feliz to load the bases and
nearly hit Marquis Grissom in the head. He finally ended it
with a high fastball, striking out Grissom for his 33rd save.
"There were fireworks right up to the end." Giants
manager Felipe Alou said. "You can’t make mistakes late in
the game here."

Red Sox run up 7-2 victory against Oakland
Associated Press
Damon
OAKLAND Johnny
hit a leadoff homer in his return to
the Red Sox lineup after missing four
games with a jammed right pinkie
to start Boston’s 7-1 win net the
Oakland Athletics on Tuesday night.
Derek Lowe (14-10) won his fifth
straight decision and hasn’t I st since a
4-3 defeat at Detroit on Aug. 6. Kevin
Millar homered and finished 3 -for -3
with a double.
Gabe Kapler added a two -run
homer and Orlando Cabrera hit a
two-run double for Me Red Sox, who
stayed 2 1/2 games hi. I. of the first’
place Yankees in the .Al. East after
New Yuk beat Tampa Bay 11-2.
The Red StIX lead the wild card and
have won 13 of their last 14. They got
three more homers atter hitting two in

their 8-3 victory Monday night, and
are getting solid contributions from
their entire lineup.
Oakland had its division lead
trinuned to 1 1/2 games over of
the Anaheim Angels, who beat the
Toronto Blue Jays 5-2.
The highly anticipated Red Sox A’s series finale Wednesday features
Oakland ace Tien Hudson against Red
Sox star Pedro Martinez.
Boston has taken seven of eight
meetings with the A’s this year. The
Red Sox eliminated the A’s in five
games in the Al. division series last
season
Oakland’s tinirth straight
first - nitind exit.
Lowe didn’t get any 1-2-3 innings,
hut was effective in 6 1-3 innings. lie
allowed one run and five hits, struck
out one and walked four.
Damon, who played one season

hat the A’s in 2001, lOtted a 1 -ti pitch
off Mark Redman 110-111 down the
right -field line in the first nit his 15th
homer of the year and .1 10 -game hitting streak. k.ipler ountected the next
inning with a shot to left.
Manny 11.11111(e/ WAS booed lustily each Tillie he tmimic to the plate_
Ramirez. InIniered Monday and als,.
was tedited with A CAI. h in left field
by third -base umpire Brian Knight
,.n a sinking liner by Mark Kotsay in
the eighth that replays later slowed
bounced first.
KM, threw debris on the field
front all duet-nous, 1.1u,ing a short
delay. Knight had been "died up
iron, Triple A v. till in be, Anse Mark
Wegner was tending to Lands busincs,
in Florida.
Wegner vv.k I’S’ night %. pla ,
Tuesday .ind worked first base.

Don’t stress over parking when you can take alternative
transportation. It’s one less thing to worry about!
New commute options are available this fall:
Expanded VTA Light Rail to Milpitas and East San Jose
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"We did What We had to do," Mad
dux said. "Winning MACS the going
smoother t,,r iis."
Paseo de
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Monthly parking $100
For more information:
(408) 279-8782

FREE

The Fourth Street Garage also offers FREE

Caltrain Baby Bullet Service
from San Francisco to San Jose
in under one hour
Trains also stop in Millbrae, Hillsdale, Palo
Alto, and Mountain View.

SJSU students and employees
can enjoy unlimited rides on all
WA buses & Light Rail
with the AS Eco Pass!

parking weekdays after 6 pm and all day
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Stanford crushes undermanned Spartans 43-3
By Kenneth Sell

Daily Staff Writer
A depleted San Jose State
University football team lost its
season opener against the Stanford
University Saturday at Stanford
Stadium.
This 43-3 Cardinal blowout of
the Spartans puts football coach Fitz
Hill’s record against Stanford at 0-4,
and hands Hill his worst loss in this
series.
"It’s frustrating. It hurts," Hill said.
"I wanted so badly to play and win."
This loss came amidst an NCAA
decision to declare cornerbacks
Marshall
Hendricks
and
Raul
Menjivar, safeties Katrell Collier and
Brian Nunez, wide receiver Chester
Coleman and defensive tackle Buick
Tuaa "decertified" to the play before
the game.
"We put our kids and our
coaches at A real disadvantage with
what’s happened." said SJSU acting
President Don Kassing. "They had
been certified earlier in the summer.
It appears our efforts to qualify them
by NCAA rules was wrong, but we’re
not sure about that yet."
Kassing said the six Spartan players did everything that the coaches
and the administration had asked
them to do, but were possibly subject
to one of the NCANs academic rules
regarding a student athlete time in
their given major.
Kassing said that there was no one
who could explain this rule or how it
works.

"Late last week, we weren’t sure
these kids had these hours," Kassing
said. "We did make a review through
the faculty athletic rep, but with some
of these six young men, we feel we
could not move ahead with."
Hill said that he was worried about
the depth on defense after Spartan
safety Josh Powell had to be taken off
the field in the fourth quarter.
"If we had one more guy go down,
we didn’t know what we were going to
do," Hill said.
Despite the loss of these players
and the fact that some of the reserves
they used to cover the holes in the
lineup had not taken a snap all week,
Hill said that this had nothing to do
with the total performance of the
team.
Hill said that the lack of depth had
to be made up by some players who
were not expected to play. Among
these players was Spartan safety Mike
Wilson, who was reported injured
prior to the game, but had to fill in
for the deactivated starters Collier
and Nunez.
"He had a severe groin (injury).
He wasn’t supposed to play," Hill said.
"He played just so we could play."
SJSU cornerback Jerrell Hardy,
who played in every quarter of the
game, said that the team had only
found out about the loss of the six
Spartan players just the night before
they were to play Stanford.
"We all found out as a team at the
hotel room," Hardy said. "We were
about to go to chapel and right before
the chapel we just found out."

Kassing said this problem with
eligibility is not a new one.
"We’ve had this problem a couple
of years in a row where we’re doing
this late in the season," Kusing said.
"I’m not sure what’s causing it yet."
Hill said he has full confidence in
Kassing to solve the problem, but did
feel stymied by not having reserves.
"When you are short on numbers
and you are still not where you want
to be, it’s a very frustrating thing to
deal with," Hill said.
From the outset of the game, the
Cardinal found multiple ways to go
around the SJSU defense. Hill said
that his team was still in the game
until the Stanford defense stuffed
Spartan kicker Jeff Carr’s three-point
attempt from the Stanford 39-yard
line. This botched kick would result
in a run stopped with just under four
minutes left in the first quarter and
short of the first down at the Stanford
21 -yard line.
"We had a chance early, but
our mistakes really hurt us," Hill
said. "The blocked field goal was a
momentum setter for us."
The Cardinal offense exploited the
afflicted Spartan defense with both
ground and air attacks.
SJSU’s offense racked up 268
yards in total offense to Stanford’s
465 yards.
Stanford
quarterback
Trent
Edwards drove his team downfield
throughout the game. tallying 187
passing yards, plus two touchdowns
to wide receiver Evan Moore and one
touchdown that he ran in himself.

SJSU racked up 157 passing yards
while using both Spartan quarterbacks
Adam Tafralis and Dale Rogers, who
alternated throughout different series
in the game.
Rogers also lead the Spartans in
rushing for 44 yards with four carries.
Stanford increased its attack on
SJSU in the second half by scoring 28
of the Cardinal’s total 44 points after
halftime.
"We knew we really had to come
out the gate in the second half," Edwards said. "The coaches talked to us
at halftime and wanted us to get the
ball down the field and keep making
plays. Fortunately we were able to do
that, and the outcome is exactly what
we wanted."
Cardinal running back Kenneth
Tolon pushed passed the Spartan
defense with 18 carries for % yards
and two touchdowns.
"Stanford is a good team and they
played a good defense," Rogers said.
"We were ready for them, but this
didn’t work out for us."
The lone Spartan score would
come from the foot of Carr, who
picked up a 40-yard field goal in
the fourth quarter to stave off the
shutout.
Hill said that the Stanford defense
was a good test for his Spartan team
and that he plans to retool for the
upcoming games.
Hardy looks forward to the next
time the Spartans and the Cardinal
will meet.
"We had a great plan," Hardy said.
"They had a good team ... next year

lulia Weeks / Daily Staff
Senior quarterback Dale Rodgers questions a play Saturday during the
Spartan’s 43-3 loss to Stanford University.
we’ll get them."
The Spartans’
scheduled against

CLASSIFIEDS

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee Implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
FITNESS/LANGUAGE/DANCE/
SPORTS iNstuCTORS NEEDED
For adult ex children classes
Immed openings PT Flex
firs 520-25i1,r plus bonus’
Need car Fax res to 408-9714761 or call 408-971-4760 to
make appointment
VIP TUTORS NEEDED! Strong
writing. Spanish ex science
skills AP. Honors & SATs M-F
3-9 pm paying $1200/rno cash
Ms Scott’ 408-255-5247
NON-PROFIT ORG. seeks
Accting Clerk Accting/Finance
Malor P/T 20 hrs/wk $10/hr
Must be eligible for workstudy
I Opening Fax Res to 14081
423-6430 Attn Maggie
THE BODY SHOPutt at Home
is looking for Independent
Consultants who want to make
a great income Call Today,
Jamie Ellis Independent
Consultant 805-720-2675 or
divalou s,comcast net
P/T ADMIN. at Balloon Co
Fun place to Work Please
Contact Janak.408-866-8206
Corneas* Cablanniernol
OUTSIDE SALES 5500 to $800
commission per week Professional
Sales Training Provided
Call 408 980 9260
THE OW SPAGHETTI FACTORY
We are currently hiring for
P/T positions We offer a great
working environment with day
A evening shifts for responsible
& energetic people Apply in
person 2 30-400 Mon -Fri We
arek.atedinSaneedroSciiiwe
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Counselors for after-school
outreach programs Facilitate
Curriculum based activities
Bilingual a plus 10-15hmerk $10am
Visit WWVI gelscoutsofscc org
for into Send cove( letter & res
Marisa Cidre Girl Scouts of Santa
Clara CounN 1310 S Bascom
Ave San Jose. CA 95128 or FAX
14081 287-8025 or madre.
galscoutsofscc org. AA/EOE
TUTOR WANTED: for Hi Schl
Algobra2 /I English Honors
Need 3.3* GPA In house
12041t 2-3X/wk 408-225-2516
ICertain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional
information
Classified readers should LW
reminded that when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete infixmation before sending money
for goods ix services In addition. readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coupons for discount vacations
or merchandise
09/08/04

TEACHERS, SUBS 8
ARTS II CRAFTS BUSINESS
RECREATION LEADERS
We make stuff We NEED help
Enjoy working with kids?
You NEED money This could
Join the learn at Small World
work, Give us a call Close to
Schools, get great experience
School FT/PT Sue 286-9609
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
TEACHER’S AIDE for kinderAGES 5-12 years in our before
EARN CASH SHOPPING!
garten Santa Clara Private
Seeking Mystery Shoppers
and after school rec programs
School M -F 9am-3pm 53000/
to evaluate local businesses
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Flexible work schedule Perfect hr Fax resume to 408-2470996
offers competitive pay. health
for students. 1800) 417-6416
benefits for 30. hrs. excelP/T STUDENT WORK
lent training & a fun work
$14 50 to START
RECREATION JOSS AT THE
environment We can often offer
No Exp / Will Train
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
hrs around your school
flex
Suits All Mators
RIC DEPT. Positions Open
schedule This is a great lob
Great Resume Exp
Now For Leaders Afterschool
for both men and women Call
FT/PT
Elem Sch Age Child Care
408-283-9200 eat 10 or fax
START IMMEDIATELY
Recreation/Enrichment
resume to 408-283-9201
Call 408-436-9336
Programs P/T M -F 2-6 15pm
FunStudentWork corn
Pay Range $7 83411 32/hour
PARTTIME NANNY
starting depending on eke No FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/ WANTED:
In Willow Glen FOR CHILD
ECE units req Call Kathy 408- HOST: PT positions available in DEVELOPMENT STUDENTS
busy family style restaurant in
354-8700X245
2
S’vale All shifts available Flex Looking for a PT nanny for
boys ages 4 & 6 Prefer MAN/F.
hrs $10 50/hr to start Call
SASYSITTEIVCNILOCARE:
12 30pm to 6 30pm but flexible
Energetic & kind person needed Wendy41408) 733-9331
Job responsibilities include
for 2 great children ages 8 Si
picking up boys from school.
INSTRUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS
2 5 Rex hrs. days or eves
Part
or
Full
time
driving
to activities assisting
in
San
Jose
$10 00/hr Must have own
reading light
transportation to and from Los Flex hoursidays Mon-Sat cri? ...homework
housekeeping
Call
Peter
Jacob
Z. lois or playtime
Crystal
or
Gatos Please apply in person
Required
Qualifications
Email
408-295-0228
resume
at our office 1404 So 7th St
org
or
Fax
408non-smoker
current
include
to
lobswesba
Alma
San Jose Corner of 7th 5
275-9858 or US mail to 730
CDL w/clean record CPR;
First Aid certification exp in
Ernpey Way San Jose 95128
GENERAL HELP: Small
caring for children reliable
Must have current lifeguard
Mattress Store close to SJSU
first aid A CPR certifications
v./excellent references love
FT/PT/Flextime Will Train
of kids & playing outdoors
informal atmosphere JEANS Oa
LOS GATOS SWIM I RACQUET Mid -September start date
Computer skills a plus Steady CLUB is currently accepting
Competitive pay Contact
Work Steady Pay Ed 984-4086 applications for the following
Sharon4639-0808 or Sharon
positions Front Desk
wthieksisheahomes corn
TEACHERS: School age child- Childcare Assistants Rex
care center in San Ramon FT/ Schedules Facility Usage,
WAITRESSES I DANCERS:
PT M -F Must meet licensing
Great Work Environment PT
requirements Fax resume Aftn AM/PM shifts For more info or No exp nec Will train Must be
21 Great $5 PT Flex NS
Janette 925-837-7432
to apply, visit our web site 19,,
Call 408-292-3445 after 2 PM
Igsrc corn call (408)356-2136
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS!
or fax resumes 1,4081358 2593
TEACHER: KidsPark hourly
Local valet company needs
THEATER, MANNERS I HIP childcare centers Flex hrs
enthusiastic 6 energetic indiHOP INSTRUCTORS for children days. eve. wknds ECE units
viduals to work at nearby malls
Req’d Fun recreation program
Theater & Manners training
private events & country clubs
Team environment Cntrs by
provided 1-7 hours per week
FT/PT available We will work
Oakndge
6 Valley Fair Malls
Must have car $25 00/ class
around your busy school
Benefits available Call 213Must have experience workschedule Must have clean
0970.
FAX
260-7366 email
ing
with
children,
CALL/FAX
DMV Lots of fun A earn good
money Call 408-867-7275
Caro14408 778 6231 or email leslie@kidspark corn
Caroiromo@theaterfun corn
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
Pa instructors Elem schools
Degree/Cred NOT required
Oppty for reacting exp Need car
Vfr4 408 287-4170,408 E0E(AAE

GROOMERS ASST/KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive shop 8. kennel PR
Tues-Sat Must be reliable
honest able to do physical
work Prefer exp working w
dogs but will train Great
oppty for dog lover Can Fax
resume to 408-377-0109 or
Call 371-9115

SERVICES/
INSTRUCTION

OPPORTUNITIES

ost Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-125 S more per survey’
*sew moneyforsurveys corn
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PHN:

408-924-3277

FAX:

408-924-3282

Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu

ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
location We are taking applications for rooms available on
So 13th St near Alum Flock
Ave This is r lose to San Jose
State University near the heart
of San Jose You be within
walking distance to enjoying
DELIVERY DRIVERS
marry of the downtown shops
Party rental business
Perfect for Students,
and restaurants All rooms
Earn $250 every weekend, have private entrances Each
Must have reliable truck or
room offers a private full bath
van Heavy lifting is required individual air conditioning and a
408-292-7876
small refrigerator No Kitchen
Monthly parking passes may
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18-31 be available at an additional
Donate to infertile couples
cost Street parking available
some of the many eggs your Coin operated laundry No
body disposes monthly
pets Excellent value
5575/
COMPENSATION 66.000
Call Reproductive Solutions now mo All util paid No Deposit
Building
run
Required
by
pro818-832-1494
fessional managers Reserve
your room today Call 14081
254-4500 Or email mortgages,,
statewidere con First 5 qualified
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN aps will receive a tree 3-month
includes cosmetic: $6900 Per year parking pads & a free copy of
their cred,I report
Save 30.0-60", For alio rail
1-800-655-3225 or
wv.w student dental corn or
FREE/ FIRST MONTH RENT!!
VAVVI goldenwestdental corn
2 bdrrn 2 full bath apts startng is $995 mo WILL WORK
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
WITH YOU ON DEPOSIT 2
For your paper or dissertation blks from SJSU Water Trash
Experienced Efficient Exact
paid Prking avail W Don site
Familiar with APA S Chicago Styles Cats OK Great for roommates’
ESL is a specialty Grace483i
Well managed student building
252-110. or Evagracesr aol
408-378-1409
Of WWI gracenotesediting corn
2 BLKS TO SJSU: 260,18A
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Spotless New Carpets Prking
Make Up to $300 Per Shift, No Laundry $1000 mt) 559 1356
Previous Experience Required
Flexible Schedules Available
FUN A UPBEAT Environment 21113/10A HOUSE315 N llth
Julian $1095 No pets New
Call now 1-800-714-4060
Paint Ref Carport Basement
1 yr Lease Bob Basso-RJP
408-264-087t

30 spaces, including Wm, numbers. punctuation & spaces between words.
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you have priorities.
let them guide you as you build your career.
define what’s important to you and see
what’s important to others.
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